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GENERALIZED PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR TELEGRAPH 
EQUATIONS 
(Preliminary Communication) 
Svatopluk FUCfK, Praha, Jean MAWHIN, Louvain-la Neuve 
Abstract: We state the existence theorems for genera-
lized solutions of nonlinear telegraph equations. This imp-
roves the earlier results from this field. 
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Consider the generalized periodic solutions of nonli-
near telegraph equation of the form 
(1) (bu% + u t t - uxx - ̂ u * + ^ u " + y(u) = h(t,x) 
(where ^ 4* 0, r̂ ,**3 are real parameters, tjr is a continu-
ous and bounded real function and h is square Lebesgue inte-
2 
grable over I with I =- £0,2arl ) the study of which was ini-
tiated in 123. 
A generalized periodic solution of (1) (shortly GPS) is 
2 a real function uel^d ) (with the usual inner product 
2 2 
(.,.)), such that, for all real C -functions v on I which 
are 2sf -periodic in both variables, one has 
(2) (u, - (hv% + vtt - vxx) = ((<4,u
+ ~ *>u~ - f (u) + h,v). 




Theorem 1. Let <*c = *> = q where q is nonnegative 
integer. Let iff be a continuous bounded and odd function. 
Suppose that there exist&a>0 such that 
(3) y ( % ) > 0 f or f £ a if q = 0, 
.2 (4) lim 5c min
 л ч
 'шҶt? ) =co if q = 1,2,... . 
Then (1) has at least one GPS provided 
(5) f f h(t,x)dx dt = 0 if q = 0, 
(6) f f h(t,x) sin (qx +o>)dx dt = 0 
J0
 Jo 
for arbitrary <p € i-ootco) if q = 1,2,... . 
Before formulating the next result we introduce the 
following definition (see [13). The bounded continuous non-
trivial and odd function tfr is said to be expansive if for 
each p with 
there exist sequences 0<a k<b k , with 
Q lim —^ = co . 
**, -y oo aj^ ' 
such that 
„ lim min ar ( 9 ) > p. 
(Examples of expansive functions are given in til.) 
2 
Theorem 2. Let (tt = ->> = q for some q = 0,1,2,... . 
Let y be an expansive function. Then (1) has at least one 
GPS orovided A* Л* 




( f ) i f q = 0, 
- 814 -
, r2*r r2ar . 
(8) supft<f I J<? JQ h ( t , x ) s i n ( q x +9? )dx dt | < 
<• 8<X -suo^ y (£ ) if q = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
The reader is invited to sketch a picture of the set 
Iffl in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Put 
Vtt= <,(<<*>,» ) €R 2; (a,«-0, V «z 0 3 u ^ 0-t( p, » ) € R2.j 
<*1/2>|- a > ] c ( ^
1 / 2 ) . ^ *>1 / 2 .^ ^>k+1((a1/2) J , 
where 
If ((«,,!> ) e fl?t then (1) has at least one GPS for any 
he I^(I2). 
The results were obtained during the time of Czechoslo-
vak Conference on Differential Equations ard Their Applica-
tions "EQUADIFF 4W, August 22-26, 1977, Prague, Czechoslova-
kia. The proofs will appear later in Nonlinear Analysis. 
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